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INTERCHANGEABLE
CROP TOP 

BDSM beginners may not want to invest in a whole 
collection of crops and paddles when they’re just 
experimenting, so the Interchangeable Crop Top  

System is the perfect solution. There are a half-dozen 
compatible tips, from the classic crop to novelty 

shapes and even a feather tickler. The tips swap out 
easily, but stay firmly in place during playtime.

KOKESHI DANCER
We love discreet sex toys, and the Kokeshi Dancer is one of the easiest to hide in plain 
sight. The sweet vibrators, designed to look like traditional Japanese dolls, seem innocent, 
but hidden under their painted kimonos are toys that are sure to make you come. Each 
waterproof doll offers three powerful—but quiet—vibration speeds, all capable of get-
ting you off faster than the last!

G-SPOT SEEKER
The Seeker may be shaped like a C, but it 
hits the G-spot perfectly to give you an 
amazing O. The toy’s internal arm is 
curved to seek out the G-spot and fea-
tures two larger raised bumps for more 
stimulation; the external arm has two 
rows of smaller nubs for optimum clitoral 
stimulation as it rocks back and forth. Its 
ergonomic design lets your fingers curl as 
they would during digital stimulation, so 
there’s no added strain—meaning you can 
play for hours, if your pussy desires!
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POP PLUGS
Whether you’re new to anal play  
or you’re an ass aficionado, there’s 
a Pop Plug for you. Each plug is 
contoured for smooth penetration 
and removal, and the flared base 
makes it extra safe. A ring hangs 
from the base for easy removal (the 
sound the plug makes as it wiggles 
free— pop!—is what gives it its 
name). Anal beginners can start 
with the small, which is about the 
size of two thumbs. You’ll have so 
much fun you’ll work your way up 
to large in no time!

HOT LOVE
If you think there’s nothing better than a nice, steamy sensual massage, then you’ll love 
Hot Love, two palm-sized gel packs that, when activated, heat up to 129° Fahrenheit. The 
packs fit perfectly in your hand and bend to fit around any part that needs warming, and 
the smooth vinyl casing will slide easily along your partner’s skin with a bit of oil. Even if 
you have the most honorable intentions, you’re likely to get lucky after treating your part-
ner to some hot love—and we can’t see anything wrong with that!

WHAT THE FUCK?
What the Fuck? is the raun-
chiest drinking game we’ve 

come across, and that’s say-
ing something. Game play 

involves answering incredibly 
absurd questions while the 

other players guess what 
you’re going to say. Ques-

tions include things such as, 
“If someone offered you 

$100,000 to eat a cum sand-
wich, would you?” and 

“Which would you rather 
wear as a hat, a used diaper 

or a dog’s severed head?” 
The game isn’t for everyone, 

but if you’re feeling brave, 
there’s no better way to get 

to know your friends!


